ADVANCING ACHIEVEMENT + EQUITY IN DISTRICT 2 SCHOOLS

ADJUSTING SCREENS TO INCLUDE AND SUPPORT ALL STUDENTS

TUESDAY
JULY 28 AT 5PM

ZOOM MEETING INFO
HTTPS://US02WEB.ZOOM.US/J/82467666824?
PWD=MXRVZC9NEWJMENVQOC0HQUWPLWHFXZ09
MEETING ID: 824 6766 6824
PASSWORD: 086494
FOR FULL ZOOM MEETING INFO, VISIT WWW.CECD2.NET

A NYS INTEGRATION PROJECT
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SESSION
FOR DISTRICT 2 STUDENTS, PARENTS AND EDUCATORS

PRESENTERS

JASON BORGES
IS THE NYC DOE DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC INTERVENTION SERVICES

DR. EDDIE FERGUS
IS AN APPLIED RESEARCHER AT TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

CO-SPONSORED BY
CEC D2 DIVERSITY COMMITTEE
MANHATTAN BOROUGH PRESIDENT GALE BREWER
COUNCILMEMBER BEN KALLOS
COMMUNITY BOARD 6

NEW TIME